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Abstract In this paper we present a mechanical model

that intends to captures the kinematical aspects of thrust

fault related folds induced by regional-scale far-field con-

traction. Fold shapes may be the only surface evidence of

the geometry of underlying faults, so complex fault inter-

actions are assessed in terms of how they influence fold

geometry. We use the finite element method to model the

fold and finite deformation frictional contact to model the

activation and evolution of slip throughout preexisting

faults. From several simulated 2D fault patterns we infer

how one may form an anticline similar to that observed at

Sheep Mountain Anticline, Wyoming.

Keywords Anticline � Finite element � Fold � Frictional

contact � Rock � Thrust fault

1 Introduction

Mechanical models that follow the evolution of stresses

and deformation are essential for understanding the origin

of folding and the sequence of faulting in a fold and

thrust mountain belt. Thrust faults commonly are associ-

ated with folds that grow in amplitude as underlying

faults slip [6, 22, 64, 77, 78, 84]. Fold patterns may be the

only surface evidence of the geometry of underlying

faults [67, 68, 71, 74], so advances in the study of fault

mechanisms and how they influence fold geometry can

assist in our interpretation not only of the process and

sequence of faulting but also of the origin and probable

stress distributions in folds.

Faults are narrow zones within Earth’s crust where shear

strains are intense and where slip is dominated primarily by

friction. Experimental and theoretical investigations of the

frictional properties of fault surfaces have shown that the

coefficient of friction depends on slip velocity, maturity of

contact, rock-mass stiffness, and temperature [14, 28, 66,

69, 88]. For most quasi-static applications such variation of

the coefficient of friction is not as significant as that

encountered in dynamic rupture propagation, where sliding

velocities are much faster than those commonly encoun-

tered in laboratory experiments. Dynamic processes can

activate additional weakening mechanisms such as flash

heating, resulting in a much lower coefficient of friction

[49, 62].

A challenging aspect of thrust faulting as it affects fold

geometry lies in the mathematical capture of the intense

shear strain concentrated over a very narrow zone. In the

context of finite element (FE) analysis, there are many

alternative approaches that one can possibly pursue to

model thrust faulting, including: (a) the embedded dis-

continuity approach [9, 11, 15, 16]; (b) the extended finite

element approach, or XFEM [29, 40, 57]; and (c) the

contact mechanics technique [5, 20, 31, 44, 58, 73, 93].

All of these approaches entail some form of regulariza-

tion to characterize the thickness of the fault. A conve-

nient regularization is to assume that the fault thickness is

zero, which gives rise to a discontinuous velocity field.

Techniques (a) and (b) allow the fault to pass through

a finite element and ‘‘slice’’ it; they are typically used to

simulate fault rupture and fault propagation. A short-

coming of these methods is that they only can
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accommodate small slips. Technique (c) can accommo-

date very large slips; however, it has a disadvantage in

that the geometry of the fault must be predefined. Thrust

faulting has also been modeled with the finite difference

approach [32, 63, 82], the distinct element method, or

DEM [21, 34, 43, 83], and the boundary element method,

or BEM [6, 24, 68].

Stresses that arise in strata during fold development are

unlikely to be explained by one faulting mechanism [42].

For example, strata that are domed by an expanding

magma chamber experience considerable stretching, which

is not included in bending models [46]. The interaction

between deforming layers with different constitutive

properties is known to affect the local stress field [3, 4, 18,

54, 87], as does the interfacial conditions of the layer

boundaries [23, 24, 48]. The stress distribution changes

over time as the fault slips, the fold evolves, and the bed-

ding rotates [30, 38]. Early formed opening fractures may

rotate and be activated in shear, thus affecting the stress

distribution [7, 26, 27, 89]. Given the above complexities it

is no wonder that progress has been slow in developing

models for fault-related folding processes.

Current advances in computational techniques have

allowed the development of more realistic mechanical

models for characterizing faulting and fold evolution with

time. There have been several kinematical models that

attempt to unravel faulting and fold evolution with time

using both backward and forward modeling, calibrated

with respect to the present-day shape of the fold (e.g.

[19, 25, 33, 47, 56, 85]). Our approach is to pursue a

forward modeling to follow the deformation, assuming an

initial configuration and imposing boundary conditions

and initial imperfections. Mechanical modeling only re-

quires far-field boundary conditions and a solution

method for the governing equations of motion to calcu-

late the stresses and deformation in the fold. Hence, the

solution not only provides a great deal of understanding

of the kinematic puzzle, it also satisfies the laws of

physics for a continuum body undergoing a quasi-static

deformation process. As opposed to kinematic and geo-

metric models, our mechanical model solutions satisfy

the equilibrium differential equations, the compatibility

conditions for the kinematics, along with phenomeno-

logical stress-strain relations for the rock layers. These

latter attributes are useful particularly for understanding

the sequence of faulting in the fold [6, 7, 37, 68, 70]. In

addition, forward mechanical modeling is useful for

checking the validity of several crucial kinematical

assumptions such as hinge migration [1, 8, 84], fixed

hinge [33, 55, 75], rotating limbs [33], or fixed limb dip

[84, 86].

In this paper we use the FE method along with

finite deformation frictional contact mechanics to model

large-scale thrust faulting and regional-scale folding of

geologic strata. This work addresses the reactivation of

existing faults subjected to new tectonic events and not

the initiation of faults. Hence, the geometry of the fault in

our analysis is known a priori. Forward modeling is for-

mulated by a Lagrangian description of nonlinear con-

tinuum mechanics [52, 60], in which any point in the

current configuration is mapped with a material point in a

reference configuration. As the layers fold their geometry

changes and the directions of the principal stress axes

rotate. Faults are structural features that translate and

rotate with the deforming domain; their motions are also

tracked by the Lagrangian formulation [10, 11]. Com-

pared to kilometer-scale folding the fault thickness is very

small, so in this paper we assume that the fault thickness

is zero [2, 13].

Because the mechanical response is influenced by a

large number of variables, including the fault geometry,

material parameters, and the boundary conditions, we

have performed a number of preliminary simulations and

observed the following variables to exhibit direct and

significant effects on deformation and fault movement:

fault dip, fault depth, fault length, and coefficient of

friction. The first three variables are structural features,

whereas the fourth is a material parameter. The ductility

of the rock above the fault is another material property

that dictates whether the top layer would fold or fault. In

this paper we assume that the overlying rock has suffi-

cient ductility so that it would simply fold when deformed

by a fault. We show that slip on an inclined fault gen-

erates an asymmetric anticline, and that the degree of

asymmetry is a function of the fault dip and fault depth.

We also show that the forelimb side of an asymmetric

anticline experiences the greatest amount of stretching

and distortion and therefore is most susceptible to frac-

turing, deformation banding, cataclasis, and other forms

of material damage.

2 Mathematical description of a fault

In this section we describe the important mathematical

elements of a fault. The framework is quite robust in that it

formulates the problem in 3D for any quasi-static loading

condition and for any displacement and traction boundary

conditions.

2.1 Kinematics: fold deformation and fault orientation

We assume a reference configuration B for a body that may

contain faults and deform by folding, and denote any

material point in this configuration by X. We can take B as

the initial unfaulted and unfolded configuration or any
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updated configuration, see Fig. 1. Let us construct a

Cartesian coordinate reference frame and denote the initial

coordinates of X by X. After some deformation, B would

have moved to its current configuration uðBÞ so that the

material point X now has Cartesian coordinates X. If u is

the displacement of X, then

x ¼ X þ u: ð1Þ

We recall the deformation gradient F ¼ @x=@X; and its

polar decomposition

F ¼ R � U ¼ V � R; ð2Þ

where R is a proper orthogonal tensor, and U and V are the

symmetric right and left stretch tensors, respectively. The

deformation gradient F plays a central role in defining

different measures of stresses and deformation in a non-

linear continuum.

The Jacobian determinant J is given by the expression

J ¼ detðFÞ ¼ q0

q
¼ dv

dV
; ð3Þ

where (q,dv) and (q0dV) are the mass density and differ-

ential volume in the current and reference configurations,

respectively. Note that the law of conservation of mass

states that qdv = q0dV, so J describes how much the ele-

mentary reference volume dV has contracted (J < 1) or

expanded (J > 1). Rocks experiencing plastic flow can ei-

ther compact or dilate depending on their initial porosity,

and this volume behavior is reflected by the evolution of J.

Next we describe the kinematics of a fault. A fault is a

structural element that moves with deformation. For

example, if a domain contains a fault and rotates as a rigid

body, then the fault moves with the domain and rotates by

the same amount. It is convenient to define the orientation

of a fault by a unit normal vector N to the elementary

surface area dA 2 S; where S 2 B is the surface of the fault

reckoned with respect to the reference configuration B:
Because B is fixed, N is invariant with time. However, the

current configuration uðBÞ; also called the ‘‘push-for-

ward’’ of B; evolves with deformation. Let da and n denote

the push-forwards of dA and N, respectively, and assume

that n remains a unit vector to da 2 uðSÞ: Then Nanson’s

formula [60] states that

nda ¼ JF�t � NdA; ð4Þ

where F is interpreted as the deformation gradient of an

infinitesimal volume dV containing the elementary area dA.

If there is no stretching involved, then U = V = 1, and so

F = R, J = 1, and da = dA. In this case dA simply rotates

as a rigid body by an amount determined by the proper

orthogonal tensor R, see Fig. 2.

Let us assume that the fault has reference and current

thicknesses h0 and h, respectively. We assume here that the

thicknesses h and h0 are so small that we can take the

elementary volume in the reference configuration as

dV = h0dA and its push-forward as dV = h0dA. The Jaco-

bian determinant then becomes J = (hda)/(h0dA), and

Nanson’s formula reduces to

n ¼ h

h0

F�t � N � h

h0

N � F�1: ð5Þ

Borja [10] used the above equation to describe the evolving

orientation of a deformation band in the regime of large

deformation.

2.2 Slip on a fault

We define the instantaneous velocity field of any material

point X 2 B inside a fault by the ramp-like relation

REFERENCE
CONFIGURATION

CURRENT
CONFIGURATION

F

X

Fig. 1 Reference and current configurations of a fold. Note:

reference configuration is not necessarily undeformed

REFERENCE
CONFIGURATION

CURRENT
CONFIGURATION

Fig. 2 Differential areas and unit normal vector on a fault surface in

the reference and current configurations
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vðXÞ ¼
v if j � 0;
vþ j½½v��=h0 if 0 � j � h0;
vþ ½½v�� if j � h0;

8
<

:
ð6Þ

where v is a continuous velocity field, ½½v�� is the relative

velocity of two opposite faces of the fault, and j 2 [0, h0] is

the normal coordinate to the fault in the reference configu-

ration. We assume that h0 is so small that the two opposite

fault faces in the neighborhood of X may be considered

parallel.

Let _F ¼ @v=@X denote the material time derivative of

the deformation gradient inside the fault. From Eq. 6, we

get

_FðXÞ ¼ _Fþ ð½½v�� � NÞ=h0 if 0 � j � h0; ð7Þ

where

_F ¼ @v

@X
þ j

h0

@½½v��
@X

: ð8Þ

The derivative @½½v��=@X represents the spatial variation of

the velocity jump on the fault; since 0 £ j/h0 £ 1, this

derivative and the gradient of the continuous velocity field

@v=@X are bounded. The intense deformation gradient

inside the fault is

½½ _F�� ¼
_f

h0

m� N; ð9Þ

which is typically orders of magnitude greater than _F since

h0 � 0. In the above equation we have written the velocity

jump as ½½v�� ¼ _fm; where _f is the magnitude of the velocity

jump and m is the unit vector in the direction of this jump.

Let l ¼ @v=@x denote the velocity gradient and recall

that l ¼ _F � F�1: Then the jump of l inside the fault is

obtained by post-multiplying Eq. 9 with F–1 and using

Eq. 5 to get

½½l�� ¼ ½½ _F�� � F�1 ¼ 1

h
½½v�� � n ¼

_f
h

m� n: ð10Þ

Accordingly, the jump in the rate of deformation is the

symmetric part of ½½l��;

½½d�� ¼ symð½½l��Þ ¼
_f
h

symðm� nÞ: ð11Þ

Note that both ½½l�� and ½½d�� are second-order tensors of rank

one, i.e., they both have exactly one non-zero eigenvalue.

A pure tangential slip is characterized by the condition

m � n ¼ 0 ¼) trð½½l��Þ ¼ trð½½d��Þ ¼ 0; ð12Þ

which is what we will try to capture with the contact

algorithm described in the next section.

In the limit of zero thickness the fault becomes a

‘‘crack‘‘ and the ramp function given by Eq. 6 becomes a

Heaviside function. In this case the jump in the rate of

deformation reduces to a distribution function of the form

½½d�� ¼ dSsymð _fm� nÞ; ð13Þ

where dS is the Dirac delta function. The assumption of a

zero fault thickness is a mathematical convenience that is

widely used in modeling strong discontinuity kinematics

[9, 11, 16, 61]. We shall take this assumption along with

the condition for pure tangential sliding to formulate the

general 3D constitutive model for frictional contact de-

scribed below.

2.3 Frictional contact on a fault

For a fault deforming by tangential frictional sliding we

consider the classical Mohr–Coulomb friction law formu-

lated in the Lagrangian description. Following Laursen and

Simo [50], we take the nominal traction vector at material

point X on the fault as t = P� N, where P is the non-sym-

metric first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor defining the total

force in the current configuration acting per unit surface

area in the undeformed configuration, and N is the same

unit normal vector to the fault defined previously. We can

resolve this traction into normal and tangential components

at the current configuration as

tðX; tÞ ¼ tNðX; tÞnþ tTðX; tÞn; ð14Þ

where tN and tT are normal and tangential components of

the nominal traction vector obtained from

tN ¼ n �P �N; tT ¼ ktTk; n¼ tT=tT ; tT ¼ t� tNn:

ð15Þ

Note that tN (negative for compression) and tT are resolved

nominal stresses representing forces in the current config-

uration per unit undeformed area.

Next we write the Mohr-Coulomb friction law at

residual state using the format of classical plasticity. Let l
denote the coefficient of friction; then we have

U ¼ tT þ ltN � 0; ½½v�� ¼ _fn; _f � 0; U _f ¼ 0:

ð16Þ

In the above expressions F takes the role of the yield

function at residual state, ½½v�� is the velocity jump across the

fault (evaluated from a non-associative flow rule), _f is

the nonnegative slip rate, and the fourth expression is the

Kuhn–Tucker condition. The fault kinematics yields

½½ _J�� ¼ Jtr½½l�� ¼ 0; since m� n = 0 for a fault that moves by
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pure tangential sliding. Furthermore, the flow rule suggests

that the velocity jump ½½v�� across the fault is fully plastic,

consistent with results obtained for strong discontinuity

kinematics by Borja [9, 10], among others.

2.4 Large deformation frictional contact model

In this work we capture the kinematics and frictional re-

sponse of faulting using a frictional contact model for large

deformations. Our numerical implementation includes

three types of nonlinearities: material, geometric, and

contact constraints along the fault. We model the

mechanical response along the fault using Coulomb’s

friction law. This constitutive law does not provide a un-

ique value of the tangential traction when the displacement

jump across the fault is zero. To avoid this possibility, our

implementation considers a regularized Coulomb friction

law. Thus we can formulate the constitutive equation

within the framework of elasto-plasticity, splitting the

tangential velocity jump ½½v�� into elastic (stick) ½½ve�� and

plastic (slip) parts ½½vp�� as

½½v�� ¼ ½½ve�� þ ½½vp��: ð17Þ

The model considers the stick response as linearly elastic.

The time derivative of the tangential contact traction _tT is

given by

_tT ¼ �Tð½½v�� � ½½vp��Þ; ð18Þ

where �T is a regularization parameter that may be thought

of as a tangential elastic constant. Similar to Eq. 16, we

state the flow rule as

½½vp�� ¼ _fn: ð19Þ

Note that the above equation does not predict the total

offset across the fault but only the plastic component.

This frictional flow rule is path-dependent and requires

the integration of the constitutive law. The local inte-

gration is performed by a return mapping algorithm [50,

92]) in a similar way to a non-associative plasticity

model.

A critical aspect of the numerical implementation is the

choice of method to convert the variational inequality of a

contact constraint into an equality suitable for finite ele-

ment implementation. Most proposed techniques use either

the penalty method or the method of Lagrange multipliers.

The penalty method has the particular benefit of eliminat-

ing the constraints explicitly from the variational formu-

lation, and when addressing the frictional problem this

feature offers distinct advantages [50]. Our implementation

applies the penalty method to impose the normal

constraints. In this formulation, the normal component of

the contact force tN is directly proportional to the normal

penetration of a contact node into the contact surface

encountered. This penetration (gap) gN is defined via a

minimum distance function between the spatial configura-

tion of the contacting surfaces [50, 72]. When gN < 0,

contact occurs and the normal component of the contact

traction is

tN ¼ t � n ¼ �NgN\0; ð20Þ

where �N is a penalty parameter that penalizes the pene-

tration in the normal direction. It can be shown [51] that the

impenetrability condition (Lagrange multipliers solution) is

recovered from this formulation when �N! 1 ; however,

very large values of �N could lead to an ill-conditioned

system. A simple estimate of a recommended upper bound

of the penalty parameter can be found in Nour-Omid and

Wriggers [59].

For the finite element implementation our point of

departure is the variational form of the linear momentum

balance, written with respect to the reference configuration

as

Z

B

GRADg : P�q0g �Gð ÞdV�
Z

@Br

g � t0dA�
Z

@Bc

g � tdA¼0;

ð21Þ

where g is the weighting function, q0 is the mass density in

the reference configuration, G is the vector of gravity

accelerations, t0 is the nominal traction vector acting on the

traction boundary @Br; and t is the nominal traction vector

acting on the contact surface @Bc: The gradient operator

GRAD is a spatial differentiation with respect to the

coordinates of the reference configuration and B is the

union of the contacting domains in the reference

configuration. Note that the last term of Eq. 21

corresponds to the virtual work by the contact forces Wc;

which is defined according to

W c ¼ �
Z

@Bc

tNgN þ tTgT½ �dA; ð22Þ

where gN and gT are the variations of the gap and slip

respectively. In order to integrate Eq. 22 we discretize the

contact surface @Bc into node-to-segment finite elements.

Herein, we use the so-called slave-master concept for the

contacting surfaces. We assume that one of the contacting

surfaces is the slave and its nodes are called slave nodes.

The other contacting surface, the master, is divided into

master segments that span master nodes. In our model, a

slave node can make contact with only one master
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segment, but one master segment may contact with one or

more slave nodes at the same time. This formulation allows

for a slave node to slide over the entire contact (master)

area. For this reason we perform a search algorithm of the

contacts at each Newton–Raphson iteration to check and

update the contact element connectivity if required. A de-

tailed discussion of the node-to-segment contact element

can be found in Wriggers [90, 91]. The implementation of

our model includes a consistent linearization of Eq. 21 to

enable optimal convergence for Newton–Raphson itera-

tions, essential for the general robustness of implicit finite

element techniques.

3 Simulation of generic problems

We have implemented the mechanical model in a Fortran

nonlinear finite element code based on a fully Lagrangian

description with an algorithm for finite deformation fric-

tional contact. Results reported in this section pertain to 2D

plane strain conditions employing hyperelastic constant

strain triangular elements and node-to-segment frictional

contacts sliding according to the Mohr-Coulomb law. We

use a penalty formulation to prevent interpenetration of

node-to-segment contacts; gapping is allowed where the

contact elements tend to separate. Iterations for nonlin-

earities induced by finite deformation effects and node-to-

segment frictional contacts are carried out by a full New-

ton–Raphson iterative scheme with a convergence error

tolerance of 10–6 based on the norm of the initial residual

force vector.

3.1 Problem definition

The overall geometry of a generic problem is shown in

Fig. 3. A rectangular domain 120 km wide and 60 km deep

is shortened horizontally from the left vertical side by a

prescribed uniform displacement. Frictional sliding is al-

lowed on a predefined primary thrust fault. In the following

simulations we focus on investigating the effects of dif-

ferent fault geometries on the slip distribution and the

resulting surface fold shapes. Because of the kinematical

limitations of a 2D plane strain configuration, the defor-

mation is restricted to in-plane faulting. We assume that the

underlying primary fault is well defined, with near-surface

dip a1 and curving to a horizontal orientation at a pre-

scribed depth. We can place the fault tip either at the upper

traction free surface or at some distance d below it; here we

choose the latter since this produces a fold rather than a

break on the model Earth’s surface. This is consistent with

the geological observations for an anticline at Sheep

Mountain (Sect. 4).

To understand the mechanics of fault interaction on

this generic configuration, we also consider a secondary

(shorter) fault with initial dip a2 and terminating at the

intersection with the primary fault with a geometry similar

to back thrusts. We assume a Young’s modulus that in-

creases with depth: E = 5 GPa for the layer above the fault

tip, 10 GPa for the next 4 km, and 20 GPa for the bottom

55 km (layers 1, 2, and 3, respectively); and a Poisson’s

ratio m = 0.25 for all three layers. Weight per unit volume

for all rocks is 26 kN/m3, which was applied as a down-

ward body force prior to applying the horizontal contrac-

tion (the body force generates a significant component of

frictional resistance along the fault).

In addition to the surface fold shape, we are also inter-

ested in calculating the slip distribution along the primary

and secondary faults as a result of the imposed horizontal

contraction. Domains are always finite in the context of

finite element analysis, so in the present analysis we shall

assume that the two vertical boundaries in Fig. 3 are suf-

ficiently distant from the fault tip to represent conditions in

the ‘‘far-field‘‘. That the primary fault curves horizontally

at depth and intersects the left vertical boundary where

there is no slip suggests that a zero ‘‘far-field’’ slip is

captured by the mechanical model only in an approximate

sense. We assume a quasi-static condition and calculate the

deformation from an elliptic partial differential equation

ignoring inertia effects. This implies that any imposed

boundary motion is felt instantaneously by the entire do-

main. Depending on the fault geometry and friction coef-

ficient, the Mohr–Coulomb slip condition may be violated

at some critical points on the fault causing slip to initiate

at those points; we also aim to identify regions on the

fault where slip is likely to initiate. We emphasize that

throughout this paper we specify the fault geometry

beforehand and that there is no nucleation of a new fault or

propagation of old faults. The subject of fault nucleation/

growth is beyond the scope of this paper and will be

addressed in future work.

displacement

layer 3

layer 2

layer 1

primary fault

secondary
fault

d

a2 a1

Fig. 3 Problem definition for primary and secondary thrust faults at

depth d subjected to horizontal contraction, with initial dips a1 and a2,

respectively
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3.2 Isolated thrust fault

In this series of simulations we suppress the secondary

fault and only consider the primary fault. In general, the

calculated mechanical response is influenced by a large

number of variables, and in order to limit the number of

simulations we shall only consider the following variables

that we observed to have shown significant influence on the

calculated slip magnitudes and fold shape: initial dip a1,

coefficient of friction l, and fault depth d. It is important to

note that a1 increases with horizontal contraction as the

domain becomes narrower and deeper. The mechanical

model automatically calculates this nonlinear geometric

evolution of a1 throughout the simulation.

Figures 4 and 5 show the deformed finite element me-

shes after a horizontal contraction of 10 and 13 km (8.3

and 10.8% nominal horizontal strain) assuming a1 = 35�
and l = 0.577, and taking d = 1 and 2 km depth, respec-

tively. In both cases the fault initially slips at the tip and the

disturbance propagates downwards until it ‘‘dissipates‘‘ at

the left vertical boundary. As slip continues the fault tip

experiences an opening and the contact elements separate,

forming a gap. This kinematical feature is required to allow

layer #1 to fold without faulting as slip accumulates near

the fault tip. Figures 6 and 7 show snapshots of deforma-

tion near the fault tip and reveal that some continuum

elements rotate and stretch to allow slip near the fault tip

without faulting the overlying ductile layer. The control-

ling variable (independent parameter) in these figures is the

nominal horizontal strain e representing the ratio of the

imposed horizontal displacement to initial domain width of

120 km (see Fig. 3).

The displacements shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are true, i.e.,

they have not been magnified. The gap forming near the

fault tip may in reality be filled with fragmented rocks of a

fault damage zone. Unfortunately, the standard finite ele-

ment method cannot capture these smaller-scale damage

processes occurring around the fault tip; nevertheless, it

still is useful for interpreting deformations occurring at the

fold scale.

Thrust faulting in the subsurface creates an asymmetric

anticline. We see in Figs. 6 and 7 that at the same e the

curvature at the hinge of the anticline is sharper for the

shallower fault (d = 1 km) than for the deeper fault

(d = 2 km), and the asymmetry also is stronger. Regardless

of depth d, the distortion and stretching of the elements on

the forelimb side are seen to be more pervasive than those

on the backlimb side, so we can expect damage in the form

of fractures, deformation bands, cataclastic flow, etc. to be

denser on the forelimb than on the backlimb of an asym-

metric anticline [35].

In Fig. 8 we reduce the coefficient of friction l to 0.268

thereby making it easier for the fault to slip. Comparing

with Fig. 6, we see that the anticline reaches a similar

amplitude and asymmetry at lesser values of imposed strain

e. In Fig. 9 we increase the dip a1 to 45� and compare the

fold shapes to those of Fig. 8. We see that fold amplitude

and asymmetry are less for the same e and, therefore, it

takes more horizontal contraction to achieve a comparable

fold shape. Furthermore, the greater the dip the less

asymmetric the anticline. We emphasize that the snapshots

shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 also show true relative ele-

vations from frame #1 to frame #3 in that as the top layer

folds both sides of the anticline rise in elevation due to

Poisson’s ratio effect.

Figures 10 and 11 show the calculated evolutions of

maximum fault slip f, occurring near the fault tip, and

structural relief h, the vertical distance from the highest

-0.5 -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5Uy:

Fig. 4 Deformed mesh for an isolated fault 1 km deep after a

horizontal contraction of 10 km. Initial dip a1 = 35�; coefficient of

friction on the fault l = 0.577; vertical displacement bar in kilometer

-0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8Uy:

Fig. 5 Deformed mesh for an isolated fault 2 km deep after a

horizontal contraction of 13 km. Initial dip a1 = 35�; coefficient of

friction on the fault l = 0.577; vertical displacement bar in kilometer
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Fig. 6 Snapshots of deformation around the fault tip for an isolated fault with a1 = 35�, l = 0.577, and d = 1 km. Controlling variable e is the

nominal horizontal strain

Fig. 7 Snapshots of deformation around the fault tip for an isolated fault with a1 = 35�, l = 0.577, and d = 2 km

Fig. 8 Snapshots of deformation around the fault tip for an isolated fault with a1 = 35�, l = 0.268, and d = 1 km

Fig. 9 Snapshots of deformation around the fault tip for an isolated fault with a1 = 45�, l = 0.268, and d = 1 km
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point of the fold to the foot of the anticline on the forelimb

side. Calculated slips are greater for the shallower fault

(Fig. 10) than for the deeper fault (Fig. 11), as expected.

Calculated slips also are greater for the weaker fault

(l = 0.268) than for the stronger fault (l = 0.577), also as

expected.

If the sliding wedge of material above the inclined

portion of the thrust fault were rigid and the fault tip was

near the ground surface, then the relation between f and h

would be h = f sin a1. Figures 10 and 11 indeed show that

h/f � 0.57 during the early stage of slipping when a1 �
35�. However, as the mesh is compressed a1 increases in a

nonlinear way, and the ratio h/f likewise increases above

the value 0.57. On the other hand, for d = 1 km Fig. 10

shows that the ratio h/f later decreases as the tip of the fault

‘‘bends’’ and the hinge of the anticline ‘‘migrates‘‘. This is

partially due to the high tensile resistance developed by the

finite elements on the forelimb side, which were assumed

to be very ductile. This also would be changed if bedding-

plane slip were allowed within layer #1, a phenomenon

observed in some locations on Sheep Mountain Anticline

(Sect. 4). Evidently, a more realistic modeling would entail

simulation of the degradation of strength and eventual

tensile fracturing of these finite elements as well as slip

between layers.

3.3 Interaction with a shorter fault

In the following series of simulations we activate the sec-

ondary fault (a back thrust) to investigate the influence of

this shorter fault on fold shape and slip. The examples are

not meant to represent any specific field condition, they

simply show some general trends that could be useful in

understanding deformation processes as well as in inter-

preting fold geometries arising from more complex fault

patterns.

In Fig. 12 we shorten the finite element mesh horizon-

tally by 10.4 km (or 8.7% nominal horizontal strain),

assuming a1 = a2 = 35� and d = 1 km. The prescribed

contraction is significant enough to produce a pair of dis-

tinct anticlines, but small enough that the dips of the two

forelimbs remain less than 90�. The two anticlines are

comparable in height, although the structural relief pro-

duced by the secondary fault is less since this fault is

shorter and therefore cannot develop as much slip as can

the longer fault. The wedge produced by the two faults is

colored red-to-green in Fig. 12 and indicates that it has

been pushed upwards by the converging vertical bound-

aries. If the faults were 2 km deep, Fig. 13 suggests that the

horizontal contraction would have to be as large as

13.6 km (or 10.5% nominal strain) in order to develop a

similar surface fold shape.

Figure 14 shows slip intensities along the fault axes,

where the normal distance of the point from the fault

represents the magnitude of the accumulated tangential

slip on that fault. Note that the tangential slip on the

secondary fault is less than in the primary fault even

though the two faults have the same dip. This is because

the primary fault is longer and therefore can develop

greater slip. Also, note that for any given contraction e the

maximum slip occurs near the fault tip. Slip rapidly ap-

proaches zero at the fault tip since the fault is not allowed
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Fig. 10 Geometrical evolution of surface fold as a function of

imposed horizontal contraction for a1 = 35� and d = 1 km. Dark
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to propagate through the overlying ductile rock. If the

overlying rock were brittle enough, then this material

would fracture and the fault would emerge as a break on

the Earth’s surface.

In Fig. 15 we increase a2 to 45� and again shorten the

mesh by 10 km. Slip produced on the shorter fault is less

even though slip produced on the primary fault remains

essentially the same. If a2 were reduced to a value less than

35�, then slip on the shorter fault would be greater. It may

be argued therefore, that the degree of asymmetry of an

anticline visible on the surface may be indicative of the

combined effects of fault dip and fault depth, but unless

one has confirmatory seismic reflection data it may be

difficult to infer the length of a fault based on observed

surface fold shapes alone.

3.4 Effect of bulk plasticity around fault tip

So far we have assumed that the upper rock layer that folds

without faulting deforms in a ductile manner. To better

capture this behavior we model the stress-strain response of

the two upper layers (layers 1 and 2) with an elastoplastic

constitutive model. In this section we study the effect of

plasticity on the geometry of the fold. We also carry out a

bifurcation analysis to predict the emergence of deforma-

tion bands around the fault tip and on the fold itself. Our

plasticity model utilizes the three-invariant Matsuoka-Na-

kai (MN) criterion to define plastic yielding [53], a non-

associative flow rule, and a non-linear hardening law. This

plasticity model has been incorporated into the finite ele-

ment program via multiplicative plasticity [17]. The

numerical integration of the constitutive law is done

implicitly by a return mapping algorithm along the direc-

tions of the principal elastic stretches according to Borja

et al. [17]. We investigate failure at each numerical inte-

gration point in the finite element model using the locali-

zation condition of Rudnicki and Rice [65]. Here we equate

‘‘failure’’ with the emergence of a deformation band. The

localization condition entails tracking the evolution of the

determinant function at each Gauss integration point, see

Borja [10] for some algorithmic aspects. The onset of

localization is then interpreted as the instant in the loading

history at which this determinant function becomes equal

to zero.

-0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6Uy:

Fig. 12 Deformed mesh with two faults 1 km deep after a horizontal

contraction of 10.4 km (8.7% nominal strain). Initial dip

a1 = a2 = 35�; coefficient of friction on the fault l = 0.577; vertical
displacement bar in kilometer

-0.2 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.2Uy:

Fig. 13 Deformed mesh with two faults 2 km deep after a horizontal

contraction of 13.6 km (10.5% nominal strain). Initial dip

a1 = a2 = 35�; coefficient of friction on the fault l = 0.577; vertical
displacement bar in kilometer
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The geometry and elastic parameters for this simulation

are the same as those used in the analysis of an isolated

primary fault. For the plasticity model we assume that the

initial and final sizes of the MN yield surface correspond to

friction angles of ui = 15� and uf = 34�, respectively,

(friction hardening), and the dilatancy angle is w = 12�.

Note that these friction angles represent the bulk plasticity

response, i.e., how fast the conical yield surface expands

with the compressive mean normal stress, and have nothing

to do with the friction angle on the fault. The ratio between

the Young’s modulus E and the cohesion c is E/c = 200 for

all rock layers.

Figure 16 shows contours of the localization function,

defined as the minimum determinant of the elastoplastic

acoustic tensor and used herein to detect the onset of

deformation bands [65]. We predict localized deformations

at the tip of the fault and on the forelimb of the fold. This

mechanical instability is an indication of material damage.

We infer that as a result of the material damage, fragments

of rock would fill the gap produced by the contact elements

around the fault tip as earlier postulated. While we are

unable to simulate structural degradation and rock frag-

mentation with the standard finite element formulation

used in this analysis, results of the bifurcation analysis

indeed agree with an earlier statement that the region

around the fault tip is a damage zone. As in the elastic case

(Fig. 6), we have predicted an asymmetric anticline.

However, the hinge curvature is now sharper, reflecting the

ability of the more ductile material to transmit the shape of

the advancing wedge corner. Since the upper elastoplastic

layer experiences degradation of the tangent stiffness upon

yielding, we predict greater structural relief for the same

amount of horizontal contraction. Finally, the forelimb side

of the anticline exhibits greater susceptibility to shear band

instability. We have not checked the solution for diffuse

instability such as cataclastic flow [12].

4 Thrusting at Bighorn and Sheep Mountains

With insights gained from the generic problems of the

previous section, we now apply the above modeling tech-

nique to analyze some aspects of thrust faulting on the

flank of the Bighorn Basin in WY, USA. We shall be

concerned primarily with Sheep Mountain Anticline

(SMA), a Laramide-age doubly plunging anticline located

in the foreland of the Rocky Mountains within the eastern

Bighorn Basin of Wyoming. At SMA some exposed strata

(typically sandstones and carbonates) are highly fractured
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Fig. 16 Snapshots of deformation from elastoplastic analysis with non-associative Matsuoka–Nakai yield criterion. Color contours denote intensity

of localization function: red is probable zone of localized deformation, blue is probable zone of stable elastoplastic deformation. Initial fault depth d =

1 km; initial dip a1 = 35�; coefficient of friction on the fault l = 0.577. Controlling variable e is the nominal horizontal strain
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whereas others (typically shales) apparently are not [7].

Nonetheless this package of strata is rarely cross cut and

disrupted by minor faults. Therefore, we can take the up-

permost layer above the tip of the fault to be sufficiently

ductile so that it can fold when the underlying thrust fault

slips. We shall also mention some notable structural fea-

tures of thrusting related to the uplift of the Bighorn

Mountains that we have been able to reproduce, at least

qualitatively, with the proposed mechanical model.

Figure 17 shows a schematic cross section through the

Bighorn Basin and Bighorn Mountains. The Bighorn

Mountains consist of Archean granite overlain by Paleo-

zoic platform rocks. The uplift is a fault block bounded by

two great thrust faults: an uninterrupted, approximately

30�-dipping eastern thrust (e.g. the Piney Creek fault), and

a shorter (about 20 km) approximately 30�-dipping western

backthrust [80]. Slip on both thrusts induced by Laramide

contractional deformation are substantial, although slip on

the (longer) eastern thrust is greater. Save for scale, the

uplifting of the Bighorn Mountains by the two faults as

shown in Fig. 17 have been reproduced qualitatively in

Figs. 12 and 13.

Figure 17 also shows the SMA thrust in the hanging

wall of the Rio thrust fault (see Fig. 18 for an aerial view of

SMA). Some believe that the Sheep Mountain fault is a

third-order structure, arising as a backthrust of the Rio

thrust fault, which in turn is believed to be a backthrust of

the Bighorn Mountains Eastern Thrust [39, 41, 45, 79].

Figure 17 was adapted from Stone’s [81] paper on the

Torchlight Anticline that is similar to and along strike of

SMA to the southeast.

Current interpretations of the relationship between the

Rio thrust fault and the SMA thrust fault conflict. Stanton

and Erslev [76] investigated the fault geometry with the aid

of two seismic reflection profiles perpendicular to, and one

profile parallel to, the trend of Sheep Mountain. They built

a 3D geometric model of the structure at Sheep Mountain

and constructed 2D cross sections and 3D stratigraphic

surfaces based on this geometric model. Figure 19 shows a

SW-NE trending cross section through SMA based on the

Stanton–Erslev geometric model and suggests that the Rio

thrust fault slipped after the fault beneath SMA had already

uplifted the fold. In other words, the interpretation of

Stanton and Erslev is that the SMA fault is longer than

suggested in Fig. 17, and that it is older than the Rio thrust,

not a younger backthrust. Assuming the boundary condi-

tion defined by a far-field horizontal contraction represents

the Laramide deformation and that the choices of model

geometry and constitutive relations are reasonable

approximations for this problem, we have used the finite

element modeling technique to assess these two interpre-

tations of the fold-thrust mechanism at Sheep Mountain.

Figure 20 shows the deformed mesh with two faults

both 1 km deep. The mesh has the same resolution as in the

previous simulations but we only show a close-up view of

deformation around the fault tips. The longer fault repre-

sents the Rio thrust and the shorter one (approximately

6 km long) represents the SMA backthrust. The length and

dip of the SMA thrust fault are the same order of magni-

tude as those used by Bellahsen et al. [6]. The figure shows

that there is practically no fold near the tip of the SMA

backthrust. In contrast significant folding takes place

around the tip of the Rio thrust. This result shows that the

SMA fault as represented in Fig. 17 is too short to signif-

icantly uplift and fold the rocks at Sheep Mountain.

Figure 20 can also be used to assess the Stanton–Erslev

model (Fig. 19). If we remove the shorter fault and flip the

BIGHORN MTS.
EASTERN THRUST

BIGHORN MTS.
WESTERN THRUST

RIO THRUST

SMA THRUST

Fig. 17 Schematic cross section through the Bighorn Basin and

Bighorn Mountains showing the SMA as a third-order backthrust of

the Rio thrust fault, which in turn is a backthrust of the Bighorn

Mountains Eastern Thrust. Adapted from Stone [79, 80, 81] and

reproduced from Fiore et al. [36]

Fig. 18 Aerial view of Sheep Mountain Anticline looking southeast.

Anticline plunges to northwest
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figure 180 degrees, then the longer fault now takes the role

of the (longer) SMA thrust fault before the Rio thrust fault

had slipped. Because the SMA fault is now longer, it was

able to uplift and fold the rocks at Sheep Mountain. We did

not reproduce the subsequent rupturing of the Rio thrust

fault as we lack information as to why the SMA fault

deactivated and allowed the Rio thrust fault to slip and cut

through it. However, Fig. 20 also suggests that if the Rio

thrust did indeed slip after the SMA thrust had uplifted and

folded the rock at Sheep Mountain, then the slip on the Rio

thrust would not have significantly affected the geometric

features of the uplifted anticline since the truncated SMA

thrust would now be too short to cause significant addi-

tional deformation of the anticline.

5 Conclusions

Results presented in this paper suggest that under hori-

zontal contraction, slip on a preexisting primary thrust fault

depends strongly on the initial dip a, coefficient of fric-

tion l, and the fault length. A greater dip a and/or a greater

coefficient of friction l may make thrusting more difficult,

and depending on their combined effects a preexisting fault

may or may not slip. If the existing fault could not slip, it is

possible that a new fault would emerge with a more

favorable orientation that is more conducive to sliding.

Whether the overlying rock folds or faults depends on the

magnitude of the slip relative to the depth of the primary

fault, as well as on the ductility of the overlying layer. In

case a fold is produced, underlying fault movement gen-

erally produces an asymmetric anticline. The shallower the

fault and/or the flatter the dip, the more asymmetric the

anticline. Results of the numerical simulations reveal that,

in general, stretching and distortion are more pervasive on

the forelimb side than on the backlimb side of an asym-

metric anticline. Therefore, we can expect geomaterial

damage (fractures, deformation bands, cataclastic flow,

etc.) to be denser on the forelimb side than on the backlimb

side of an asymmetric anticline.

Secondary thrust faults could significantly impact sur-

face fold shapes if they are shallow and sufficiently long to

generate significant slip. Like the primary fault, secondary

thrust faults should be oriented favorably to permit sliding.

Where the primary and secondary faults dip in opposite

directions at about the same angle, simultaneous activation

of the two faults could cause the entire wedge that is above

them to thrust upward.

None of the mechanisms described above follows the

principle of superposition commonly used in theory of

elasticity; they can only be investigated by numerical

modeling of a complex boundary-value problem. The work

presented in this paper is a first step toward a more accurate

modeling that ideally should include the effect of the third

dimension and the irreversible deformation and fracturing

of the rock. The proposed mechanical approach can also be

seen as complementary to the geometric models of fold-

thrust structures that cannot account for the strong influ-

ence of friction and material properties on the kinematics.
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Fig. 20 Deformed mesh with two faults 1 km deep after a horizontal

contraction of 12 km (10% nominal strain). The primary fault

represents the Rio thrust and the short fault represents the SMA

backthrust approximately 6 km long. Initial dip a1 = a2 = 45�;

coefficient of friction on the fault l = 0.577; vertical displacement
bar in kilometer
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